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Abstract. Over the past several years, researchers have applied different methods of text
segmentation. Text segmentation is defined as a method of splitting a document into
smaller segments, assuming with its own relevant meaning. Those segments can be
classified into the tag, word, sentence, topic, phrase and any information unit. Firstly, this
study reviews the different types of text segmentation methods used in different types of
documentation, and later discusses the various reasons for utilizing it in opinion mining.
The main contribution of this study includes a summarisation of research papers from the
past 10 years that applied text segmentation as their main approach in text analysing.
Results show that word segmentation was successfully and widely used for processing
different languages.
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1 Introduction
Segmentation is splitting a document into segments. The segment is also referred as
“segment boundary” [1] or passage [2]. While another studies referred segment as subtopic [3]
and region of interest [4]. There are many reasons why the splitting document can be useful for
text analysis. One of the main reasons is handling those segments is easier since they are
smaller and more coherent than whole documents [2]. Another reason is segments can be used
as units of analysis and access [2]. Text segmentation was used to process text in opinion
mining [5] [6], information retrieval [7], emotion extraction [8], sentiment mining [9] [10] and
language detection [11].
This paper reviews different methods and reasons of applying text segmentation in opinion
and sentiment mining, language detection and information retrieval. The target of this survey is
to give an overview of text segmentation techniques with brief details. The contribution of this
paper includes the categorizations of recent articles and the illustration of the recent trend of
research in the opinion mining and related areas like sentiment analysis and emotion detection.

Section 2 of this paper explains the method used to review the past studies.
Section 3 discusses the results of summarised articles. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2 Review Method
This paper is limited to thirty articles which are summarised in Table 1. It
includes a summarization of past 10 years of articles from journals and conferences
that involved text segmentation as their approaches. The first column contains the
references [12-35] of the articles. The second column contains the year of the
evaluated study. Following column briefly, describes the evaluated study. The fourth
column states the type of segment used in the evaluated study. The segmentation is
used for different types of document, column five contains information regarding the
type of documents. The reasons for applying segmentation in particular studies are
stated in the following column. The last column shows the type of language in tested
documents.

3 Results
Table 1. Summarisation of articles.
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Table 1 presents the summarisation for the review of past years’ studies.
Different types of segmentation are discussed. For instance, topic segmentation has
been successfully applied in tackling the problem of information overload that occur
when the whole document is presented at once. Misra et al. [20] stated the reason
behind splitting document can be reasonable to present only the relevant part(s) of a
document, because presenting the whole document without segmentation may result
in information overload. Paliwal and Pudi [23]addressed the same problem. Which
led them to propose a clustering approach based on topic segmentation. Topic
segmentation is popular in opinion mining area. For instance, studies of [20] [6] [26]
used the topic as a segment.

Fig. 1. Percentage of different languages used for text segmentation.

Another type of segmentation is word segmentation, Homburg and Chiarcos [35]
describe word segmentation as the most elementary task in natural language
processing of written language. This type of segmentation was applied in language
detection. Figure 1 illustrates the numbers of percentage for each language beside
English used in evaluated studies. For instance, studies of [5] [8] [9] [10] [16] [18]
[19] [30] [32] used word (character) segmentation for analysing Chinese text. Beside
the Chinese language, there are studies which applied word segmentation for
Urdu[17], Arabic [11], Vietnamese [33], and Akkadian [35]. However, other studies
[13][29][22] applied sentence segmentation to analyse Japanese, Greek and Malay
languages accordingly. As it is seen, there is a trend to apply text segmentation in the
analysing text in different languages.

Fig. 2. Chart of different types of segments used for different types of document.

Different types of the document and datasets were used in research experiments
in order to check text segmentation accuracy. Figure 2 presents a number of each type
of segments used for different types of document derived from Table 1. In this study,
web pages, web blog and web documents are categorised as one group. By
comparison, it is the most used type of document referring to the Figure 2. After web
pages, web blog and web documents, the second widely used type of document is
comments and reviews. Segments can be classified into the tag, word, sentence, topic,
phrase and any information unit. Figure 2 concludes that word is the most used type
of segment.
As a result, we noticed the trend of applying text and sentence segmentation in
processing and analysing different languages such as Chines, Vietnamese, Urdu,
Arabic, and Ancient languages. Besides applying text segmentation for different
languages, text segmentation successfully applied in opinion mining for news, blog
and stock market. Finally, word segment is the most used compare to another types of
the segment. The reason can be an as smaller segment to process as more detailed
analysis can be done.

4 Conclusion
This paper presents an overview of the text segmentation methods and reasons in
text processing and analysing. Thirty published articles for past 10 years were
categorised and summarised. Those articles give contributions to text processing in
information retrieval, emotion extraction, sentiment mining and language detection.
Results show that word as the segment is the most used compare to other types of
the segment. It means that processing smaller segments can be more useful and
meaningful for deeper and more detailed analysing of the text. Different types of
document are used as a dataset for the experiment. The most popular are web pages,
web blog and web document following by comments and reviews. That indicates that
information from the online users and consumers plays an important role in
expressing people’s emotions, opinions and feelings.
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